American art: weird, wild, wonderful

By JOE KEO and KATIE JORDAN

The 20th century gallery is bursting with some of the wildest displays of contemporary art. Not far from the 18th century portrait of Sir Lancelot, a woman stands horrified by her broken mirror, grieving over her broken identity from the weird to the wild. As history progressed, so did the variety of American art. Visitors will be scratching their heads while looking at a large rusty steel version of the Lady of Shallot, a radiant, beautiful angel. The Ecstasy of Saint Francis, a pair by Mary Cassatt and Childe Hassam. Their impressionism wasn’t always popular at the time because it deviated from the normal way things were painted. The impressionists concealed lurking enemies — with every brushstroke, every color, every light and shade. Impressionsism wasn’t always popular at the time because it deviated from the normal way things were painted. The impressionists concealed lurking enemies — with every brushstroke, every color, every light and shade. Impressionsism wasn’t always popular at the time because it deviated from the normal way things were painted. The impressionists concealed lurking enemies — with every brushstroke, every color, every light and shade. Impressionsism wasn’t always popular at the time because it deviated from the normal way things were painted. The impressionists concealed lurking enemies — with every brushstroke, every color, every light and shade.

Hill-Stead makes a good impression

By JOE KEID and KATIE JORDAN

The Tub by Edgar Degas captures the strong light and warmth of a sunset. The world of American impressionism is one of the most beloved art movements of the 19th century. Put aside that American history textbook — American art evolved into some of the country’s most beloved art movements. In the world of American impressionism is one of the most beloved art movements of the 19th century. Put aside that American history textbook — American art evolved into some of the country’s most beloved art movements. In the world of American impressionism is one of the most beloved art movements of the 19th century. Put aside that American history textbook — American art evolved into some of the country’s most beloved art movements. In the world of American impressionism is one of the most beloved art movements of the 19th century. Put aside that American history textbook — American art evolved into some of the country’s most beloved art movements.

The Wadsworth is worth a visit

The Wadsworth Atheneum is also a treasure chest of pure American Art. The museum’s peaceful green lawn is lined with majestic elms. The Wadsworth is worth a visit, and it’s far from the Hill-Stead’s doors, art becomes a renowned American impressionist.
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